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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant : Dr. Gunter HALMSCHLAGER et al.

Serial No : Not Yet Assigned

Filed : Concurrently Herewith

For : MACHINE AND PROCESS FORPRODUCINGA MULTI-LAYERED FIBROUS WEB

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

Prior to the examination of the above-identified patent application, the Examiner is

respectfully requested to amend the specification and claims as follows:

IN THE CLAIMS

Please amend the claims as follows:

In claim 8, line 1, please delete "or 7".

In claim 11, line 1, please delete "or 10".

In claim 12, line 1, please change "one of the preceding claims" to —claim 1—

.

In claim 13, line 1, please delete "or 2".

In claim 15, line 1, please delete "or 14"..

In claim 16, line 1, please change "one of the claims 13 through 15" to —claim 13—

.

In claim 17, line 1, please change "one ofthe claims 13 through 16" to —claim 13—

.

In claim 19, line 1, please delete "or 18".



Tn claim 71 lineJL11 v/lcLllll 1 5 Ullw U please change "one of the preceding claims" to - —claim 1—

.

Tn claim 23 line i, please change "one of the preceding claims" to-—claim 1—

.

Tn claim 24 lineJLJl I^IOXIXI 1X1 J.

w

1, please change "one of the preceding claims" to-—claim 1—

.

Tn claim 9S ImpXll ^/Idllll Zs^J
;
1111^ 1, please change "one of the preceding claims" to-—claim 1—.

Tn claim 35 line 1, please delete "or 34".

Tn claim ^6 lineXll v^xcixiii xxxiv> 1, please change "one of the preceding claims" to-—claim 1—

.

Tn claim 37 1meXll V^lClllll —' / j 1111^ 1, please delete "or 27".

Tn claim 39 lineXXI l/XCLXlll ~J -/ ^ 1X11V 1, please delete "or 38".

Tn claim 40 lineXXI ^/Idllll i vy «, 111XW 1, please change "one of claims 37 through 39
!

'to —claim 37

—

In claim 42, line 1, please delete "or 41".

In claim 43 , line 1 ,
please change "one of the preceding claims" to —claim 1—

.

In claim 45, line 1, please change "one of the preceding claims" to —claim 1—

.

REMARKS

The Examiner is respectfully requested to enter the foregoing amendment prior to

examination and calculation of the filing fees in the above-identified patent application.

2
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Should there be any questions, the Examiner is invited to contact the undersigned at the

below listed number.

September 27, 2000

GREENBLUM & BERNSTEIN, P.L.C.

1941 Roland Clarke Place

Reston, VA 20191

(703)716-1191
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Machine and Process for Producing aMulti-layered Fibrous Web

The invention relates to a machine for producing a multi-layered fibrous web, in

particular a paper or cardboard web, in which the layers created by each former are

5 couched together, i.e., connected. It further concerns a process according to the preamble

of claim 26.

A machine and a process of this type are disclosed, for example, in the

publications DE 197 04 443 Al, DE 198 03 591 Al, DE 197 33 316 Al, DE 196 51 493

10 Al,andDE44 02 273 Al.

Different types of formers are known. For instance, in a fourdrinier former, the

dewatering occurs at the wire side. A concentration of fines at the upper side is achieved

with power pulses. In a hybrid former, the main dewatering occurs at the wire side. In the

1 5 zone of the upper wire, the dewatering occurs at the top which results in a reduction of

the content of fines at the top. In a so-called roll blade gap former the dewatering occurs

first at the top and then at the bottom, which results in a higher content of fines at the

bottom.

20 In the paper machines known from DE 197 04 443 Al and DE 44 02 273 Al,

combinations of two or more gap formers are used.

Embodiments of gap formers for packaging can be found, for instance, in

publications DE 198 03 591 Al (Duo Former Base) and DE 196 51 493 Al (Duo Former

25 Top). In the wire section described in DE 196 51 493 Al the fibrous layer formed by the

gap former and a first fibrous layer, introduced by a continuous belt, are couched together

at their upper wire sides that are low in fines. The flow direction of the headbox

associated with the gap former is the same as the travel direction of the continuous belt

introducing the first fibrous layer.

30
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This has the disadvantage, however, that the fibrous layers couched together at

their sides with a low content of fines have poor layer adhesion.

It is the object of the invention to create an improved process as well as an

5 improved device of the above mentioned kind in which better layer adhesion is ensured

in an economical and reliable fashion.

This object is obtained concerning the paper machine in that at least two layers,

which are to be couched together and each have on one side a higher content of fines, are

10 guided to the applicable couching zones in such a way that the sides having the higher

content of fines come into contact with each other and in that at least one of the two

layers was created by a gap former.

This embodiment results in a number of relevant advantages in practical

15 operation, for instance, better layer adhesion, higher retention, a lower risk of so-called

"sheet-sealing"effects, less residue during dewatering, less dusting, as well as a positive

influence on the paper characteristics concerning porosity, roughness, penetration

characteristics, and printability.

20 In a preferred practical embodiment according to the invention, at least one of the

two layers is created by a gap former that contains two circulating continuous dewatering

belts which converge forming a headbox nip and which, in the area of this headbox nip

loaded by a headbox with a fibrous suspension, are guided by a forming element such as,

in particular, a forming roll or the like. At least one of the two dewatering belts can be

25 provided, in particular, as a dewatering wire.

In an advantageous practical embodiment according to the invention, each of the

two layers is formed by a gap former. The sheet formation of the two layers each occurs

with a higher content of fines at the forming element side. The web travel directions of

30 the two gap formers are preferably opposite to each other. In this context, in particular,

-2-
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such embodiments are conceivable in which the layer formed in the first gap former is

converged with at least one of the two dewatering belts around a deflection element, such

as, in particular, a deflection roll or the like, and then introduced into the corresponding

couching zone via a continuous belt in a direction generally opposite to the flow direction

5 of the first headbox, in which the layers created by the two gap formers are couched

together at the sides with the higher content of fines.

Here, for instance, the layer created in the first gap former can be guided around

the deflection element together with the outer dewatering belt, which does not come into

1 0 contact with the forming element, and be introduced into the couching zone via this outer

dewatering belt. Preferably, both dewatering belts are guided around the deflection

element and, after having passed this deflection element, the inner dewatering belt is

separated from the outer dewatering belt which entrains the layer. It is useful to guide the

outer dewatering belt of the first gap former following the deflection element in a

1 5 generally horizontal direction, at least up to the area of the couching zone.

However, another embodiment is conceivable, for instance, in which an additional

layer is created by an endless wire former and the formation of the sheets of this layer

occurs with a higher content of fines on the outer side facing away from the endless wire,

20 while the layer created in the first gap former and guided over the deflection element is

couched together with the layer created by the endless wire, and these two layers are

introduced via the endless wire into the couching zone in which the layers formed in the

two gap formers are couched together with their sides with higher contents of fines. In

this connection it is advantageous for the outer dewatering belt of the first gap former in

25 the web travel direction to be separated from the inner dewatering belt and the relevant

layer before the deflection element, and for only the layer in question to be guided around

the deflection element together with the inner dewatering belt. The layer created in the

endless wire former and the layer created in the first gap former are preferably couched

together in the area of the deflection element and/or of a couching roller.

30
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After the separation ofthe two relating dewatering belts ofthe second gap former,

the layer created by the second gap former can be introduced into the couching zone

together with the outer dewatering belt in which the two layers created in the gap formers

are couched together with their sides with a higher content of fines.

5

An alternative embodiment of the machine according to the invention is

characterized in that one of the two layers couched together with their sides containing

a higher content of fines is created by an endless wire former and the sheet formation of

this first layer occurs with a higher content of fines on the outer side facing away from

10 the endless wire and that the second layer is created by a gap former and the sheet

formation of this second layer occurs with a higher content of fines on the forming

element side.

In this connection, the flow direction of the headbox associated with the gap

15 former advantageously corresponds generally to the travel direction of the first layer

created by the endless wire former. The layer created by the gap former is preferably

introduced after the separation of the two dewatering belts of the gap formers, together

with the outer dewatering belt to the couching zone in which it converges for couching

together the two layers with the endless wire. Preferably, the endless wire can be guided

20 in a generally horizontal manner at least in the area of the couching zone.

At least one additional gap former is provided in a practical embodiment in which

the sheet formation ofthe allocated additional layers with higher content of fines occurs

at the forming element side. The additional layer is couched together with the layer

25 created by the first gap former in an additional couching zone. The flow direction of the

headbox associated with the additional gap former preferably corresponds to the travel

direction of the layer created by the endless wire former.

30

In a practical manner, after a separation of the two dewatering belts of the

additional gap former the additional layer created by the additional gap former is

-4-
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introduced together with the outer dewatering belt of the additional couching zone in

which it converges for couching together with the two layers formed by gap formers.

Preferably, the endless wire is guided in generally horizontal fashion, at least in the area

of the two couching zones.

5

For the formation of an at least three-layer to four-layer fibrous web, at least one

additional gap former can be provided wherein the sheet formation ofthe additional layer

occurs with a higher content of fines occurs at the forming element side. The additional

layer is couched together with the layer created by the preceding gap former in an

1 0 additional couching zone so that at least one of the two layers with a side having a higher

content of fines is couched together with the other layer. The stream direction of the

headbox associated with the additional gap former preferably is the same as the flow

direction of the fibrous web to be formed.

15 A multi-layer headbox and/or a single-layer headbox and/or any combination of

various headboxes can each be provided as headbox.

Uniform pressure dewatering elements can be provided for dewatering the fibrous

web, if necessary. They can be embodied, for instance, like the one described in DE 197

20 33 316A1.

The process according to the invention is accordingly characterized in that at least

two layers to be couched together each with one side having a higher content of fines, are

introduced into the relevant couching zone in such a way that their sides with a higher

25 content of fines are in contact with one another, and in that at least one of the two layers

is created by a gap former.

Advantageous embodiments of the process according to the invention are listed

in the subclaims.
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The invention shall be described in detail below using exemplary embodiments

with reference to the drawings, which show:

Fig. 1 a schematic representation of an embodiment of a machine for producing a

5 multi-layered fibrous web in which both layers to be couched together on their

sides with a higher content of fines are each formed by gap formers,

Fig. 2 a schematic representation of another embodiment of the machine in which both

sides to be couched together on their sides with a higher content of fines are

10 formed by a gap former, in which another, first layer is formed by an endless

wire former

Fig. 3 a schematic representation of another embodiment of the machine in which the

first of the two layers to be couched together on their sides with a higher content

15 of fines is formed by an endless wire former and the second layer is formed by

a gap former.

Fig. 4 a schematic representation of another embodiment of the machine comparable to

the one in Fig. 3 in which another gap former is provided for the formation of

20 another layer, here third, layer, and

Fig. 5 a schematic representation of another embodiment, using that of Fig. 2 solely by

way of example in which an additional gap former is provided for the formation

of an additional layer, here fourth, layer.

25

Figs. 1 through 5 depict various embodiment of a machine for producing a multi-

layered fibrous web, in particular a paper or cardboard web, in which the layers formed

by each former are couched together, i.e., are connected.

30 The various embodiments have in common that each of the two layers to be

-6-
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couched together, each having a higher content of fines on one side, are guided to the

corresponding couching zone in such a way that they come into contact with each other

on their sides with a higher contact of fines and that at least one ofthese two layers was

created by a gap former.

5

Fig. 1 depicts a machine for producing a two-layer fibrous web in which each of

the two layers A, B is created by a gap former 10 and 12.

The gap formers 10, 12 each contain two circulating endless dewatering belts 14,

10 16 or 14', 16', which converge, forming a headbox nip 18 or 18' and which are guided in

the area of this headbox nip over a forming element, here a forming roll 20 or 20'. The

outer dewatering belt 16 is guided to the forming roll 20 over a breast roll 22. Each

headbox nip 18, 18' is loaded with fibrous suspension by a headbox 24 or 24'. Inside the

loop of the outer dewatering belt 16, 16', a forming shoe 26 or 26' is provided

1 5 immediately adjacent to the forming roll 20, 20'.

In the present case, layer A is formed by the gap former 1 0 and layer B by the gap

former 12. The sheet formation of each of the two layers A, B occurs with a higher

content of fines on the forming element side, i.e., here on the side of the forming roll 20,

20 20".

As is discernible from Fig. 1, the belt travel directions L of the two gap formers

10, 12 and the stream directions of the headboxes 24, 24' associated therewith are in

opposite to one another.

25

The layer A formed in the first gap former 10 is guided around a deflection

element, here a deflection roll 28, together with the two dewatering belts 14, 16 behind

the forming roll 20 in web the travel direction L and then introduced into the couching

zone 30, via the outer dewatering belt 16 in a direction opposite to the general stream

30 direction of the first headbox 24, in which the layers A, B formed by the gap formers 10,

-7-
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12 are couched together at their sides with a higher content of fines. The relative

distribution of fines is also depicted symbolically again in Fig. 1 at the right side.

Immediately behind the deflecting roll 28 the inner dewatering belt 14 is again

5 separated from the outer dewatering belt 16 entraining the layer A.

Starting from the deflecting roll 28 the outer dewatering belt 16 of the first gap

former 10 is guided in generally horizontal direction beyond the couching zone 30. From

here, this outer dewatering belt 16 is guided back to the first gap former 10.

10

After the separation of the two dewatering belts 14', 16' of the second gap former

12, the layer B formed by the second gap former 12 is introduced together with the outer

dewatering belt 16' into the couching zone 30, in which the two layers A, B formed in

the gap formers 10, 12 are couched together with their sides of higher content of fines.

15 In the area of the couching zone 30, the outer wire belt 16', that entrains the layer B is

guided over a couching roll 32.

Fig. 2 depicts an embodiment of a machine for producing a three-layered fibrous

web. Here, the first layer A is formed by an endless wire former 34 in which the sheet

20 formation of the layer A occurs with a higher content of fines on the outer side facing

away from the endless wire 36. The second layer B and the third layer C are each formed

by a gap former 10 or 12.

The layer B formed in the first gap former 10 and guided over the deflection roll

25 28 is couched together with the first layer A formed by the endless wire former 34 in the

area of this deflection roll 28. Then the two connected layers A and B are introduced by

the endless wire 36 into the couching zone 30 where the two layers B, C formed by the

two gap formers 10, 12 are couched together at their sides with a higher content of fines.

Again, the resulting distribution of fines is depicted symbolically in Fig. 2 at the right

30 side.

-8-
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As can be seen in Fig. 2, in the present case the outer dewatering belt 16 of the

first gap former 10 is separated from the inner dewatering belt 14 and the relevant layer

B in front of the deflection roll 28 in the web travel direction L. Accordingly, this layer

B is guided here only together with the inner dewatering belt 14 around the deflection roll

5 28. Then, in the area ofthe deflection roll 28, the first layer A formed in the endless wire

former 34 and the second layer B formed in the first gap former 10 are couched together.

The layer C formed by the second gap former 12 is introduced into the couching

zone 30 after a separation of the two dewatering belts 14', 16' of the second gap former

10 together with the outer dewatering belt 16', in which zone the two layers B, C formed in

the gap formers 10, 12 are then couched together at their sides with a higher content of

fines.

As opposed to the embodiment according to Fig. 1, here the layer formed by the

1 5 first gap former 10, i.e., here the layer B, is not introduced into the couching zone 30 by

the outer belt of the first gap former 10 but rather by the endless wire 36, upon which

previously another layer, i.e., the first layer A, had already been formed. The design as

well as the relative position of the two gap formers 10, 12 is generally equivalent to the

embodiment according to Fig. 1 in which related parts were assigned the same reference

20 characters. The couching of the two layers B, C formed by the gap formers 10, 12 can

occur in an area of a couching roll 32 wrapped by the outer dewatering belt 16' of the

second gap former 12.

Fig. 3 depicts in a schematic representation another embodiment of a machine for

25 the production of a multi-layered, here again two-layered, fibrous web. In this case the

first layerA ofthe two layers A, B to be couched together at their sides ofhigher content

of fines is formed by a continuous wire 38. Here, the sheet formation of this first layer

A occurs with a higher content of fines on the side facing away from the continuous wire

40. The second layer B is formed by a gap former 12 whose design corresponds to that

30 of the second gap former 12 of the embodiment according to Fig. 1 . The sheet formation
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of the second layer B again occurs with a higher content of fines on the forming element

side, i.e., on the side of the forming roll 20'.

The stream direction of the headbox 24' associated with the gap former 12

5 corresponds in general to the web travel direction LA of the first layer A formed by the

fourdrinier former 38.

The layerA formed by the gap former 12 is introduced into the couching zone 30

after the separation of the two dewatering belts 14', 16' of the gap former together with

10 the outer dewatering belt 16', in which zone it is brought together with the continuous

wire 40 for the couching ofthe two layers A, B with their sides ofhigher content of fines.

The resulting distribution of fines is depicted symbolically in Fig. 3 at the right side.

As discernible in Fig. 3 the continuous wire 40 is guided in general horizontally

15 from the correlating headbox 42 beyond the couching zone 30.

The embodiment depicted in Fig. 4 is different from the one in Fig. 3 in that

another gap former 44 is provided for the creation of a three-layered fibrous web. In the

present case, this gap former corresponds in both design and orientation to the gap former

20 12 that forms the second layer B. The sheet formation ofthe third layer C again occurs

with the higher content of fines on the forming element side.

The third layer C and the second layer B formed by the preceding gap former 12

are couched together with their sides of higher content of fines in another couching zone

25 46.

The stream direction of the headbox 48 associated with the additional gap former

44 corresponds to the travel direction LA of the first layer A formed by the fourdrinier

former 38. The third layer C formed by the additional gap former 44 is guided, after the

30 separation of the two dewatering belts 50, 52 of the additional gap former 44, together
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with the outer dewatering belt 52 to the additional couching zone 46, in which it is

brought together with the continuous wire 40 in order to couch together the two layers

B, C formed by the gap formers 12, 44.

5 The continuous wire 40 is guided beginning at the headbox 42 of the fourdrinier

former 38 past the first couching zone 30 as well as past the second couching zone 46 in

general horizontally and then it is guided back to the headbox 42 via deflection rolls.

Fig. 5 depicts schematically another embodiment, only by way of example based

10 on Fig. 2, in which an additional gap former 54 is provided for the formation of another,

here fourth, layer D. In the present case, this additional gap former 54 is positioned

behind the two provided gap formers 10, 12 in the machine travel direction according to

the embodiment of Fig. 2.

1 5 The sheet formation ofthe additional layer D occurs with a higher content of fines

on the forming element side.

The design and orientation ofthe additional gap former 54 correlate in the present

case to those of the preceding gap formers 12 that form the third layer C.

20

The fourth layer D is couched together with the third layer C formed by the

preceding gap former 12 in an additional couching zone 56, in which at least one ofthe

two layers C, D, in the present case the fourth layer D, is couched together with the other

layer at a side with a higher content of fines.

25

The flow direction of the headbox 58 associated with the additional gap former

54 is the same as the travel direction of the fibrous web being formed, i.e., in the present

case, the travel direction LA of the first layer A formed by the fourdrinier former 34.

30 Such an arrangement avoids the couching together of two sides with lower

-11-
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content of fines in the case of an additional layer D.

The resulting distribution of fines is depicted symbolically on the right side of

Fig. 5. Generally, additional gap formers are possible as well.

5

As discernible from Fig. 5 the continuous wire 36 is guided essentially in a

horizontal direction beginning at the headbox ofthe fourdrinier former 34 over the first

couching zone provided in the area ofthe deflection roll 28 of the gap former 10 as well

as over the couching zone 30, in which the layers B and C are couched together with

10 their sides having a higher content of fines, and beyond the additional couching zone 56.

Then the continuous wire 36 is guided back to the headbox of the fourdrinier former 34.

The present embodiment has the same design as the one of Fig. 2 in other respects as

well.

15 The extension with at least one gap former, depicted in Fig. 5 for instance, is also

possible in the preceding embodiments.

In all cases the headboxes can be provided as multi-layered headboxes or as

single-layered headboxes.

20

If necessary, uniform pressure dewatering elements can be used for dewatering

the fibrous web. They can be designed, for instance, such as the ones described in DE 1 97

33 316 Al.
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Claims

Machine for the production of a multi-layered fibrous web, in particular a paper

web or a cardboard web, in which the layers (A, B; B, C) formed by a

corresponding former (10, 12, 34, 38) are couched together, characterized in that

at least two layers (A, B; B, C) to be couched together, each having on one side

a higher content of fines are introduced into the couching zone (30) in such a way

that they come into contact with each other with their sides of higher contact of

fines, and in that at least one of these two layers (A, B; B, C) was created by a

gap former (10, 12).

Machine according to claim 1, characterized in that at least one of the two layers

(A, B; B, C) is created by a gap former (1 0, 12) which comprises two circulating

continuous dewatering belts (14, 16) which converge, in forming a headbox nip

(18), and which are guided in the area of this headbox nip (18) that is supplied

with a fibrous suspension by a headbox (24) over a forming element (20), such

as in particular a forming roll.

Machine according to claim 2, characterized in that each ofthe two layers (A, B;

B, C) is created by a separate gap former (10, 12) and the sheet formation of each

of the two layers (A, B; B, C) occurs with higher content of fines on the forming

element side.

Machine according to claim 3, characterized in that the web travel directions (L)

of the two gap formers (10, 12) are opposite each other.

Machine according to claim 4, characterized in that the layer (A; B) created in the

first ofthe two gap formers (10, 12) is guided together with at least one ofthe two

dewatering belts (14, 16) around a deflection element (28), preferably a deflection

roll, and then introduced via a continuous belt (16, 36), traveling in the generally
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opposite direction to the stream direction of the first headbox (24), into the

appropriate couching zone 30 in which the layers (A, B; B, C) created by the two

gap formers (10, 12) are couched together with their sides of higher content of

fines.

Machine according to claim 5, characterized in that the layer (A) created in the

first gap former (10) is guided around the deflection element (28) together with

the outer dewatering belt (1 6), which does not come into contact with the forming

element (20), and which is introduced into the couching zone (30) via this outer

dewatering belt (16).

Machine according to claim 6, characterized in that the two dewatering belts (14,

16) are guided around the deflection element (28), and the inner dewatering belt

(14) is separated from the outer dewatering belt (16) which entrains the layer (A)

following this deflection element.

Machine according to claim 6 or 7, characterized in that the outer dewatering belt

(16) of the first gap former (10) consecutive to the deflection element (28) is

guided preferably in general in a horizontal direction, at least up to the area of the

couching zone (30).

Machine according to claim 5, characterized in that another layer (A) is created

by a fourdrinier former (34) and the sheet formation of this layer (A) occurs with

the higher content offines on the outer side facing away from the continuous wire

(36), in that the layer (B) created in the first gap former (20) and guided over the

deflection element (28) is couched together with the layer (A) created by the

fourdrinier former (34) and in that these two layers (A, B) are introduced via the

continuous wire (36) into the couching zone (30) in which the layers (B, C)

created by the two gap formers (10, 12) are couched together with their sides of

higher content of fines.
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Machine according to claim 9, characterized in that the outer dewatering belt (16)

of the first gap former (10) is separated in web travel direction (L) in front of the

deflection element (28) from the inner dewatering belt (14) and the relevant layer

(B), and the layer (B) is guided around the deflection element (28) only together

with the inner dewatering belt (14).

Machine according to claim 9 or 10, characterized in that the layer (A) formed in

the fourdrinier former (34) and the layer (B) formed in the first gap former (10)

are couched together in the area of the deflection element (28) and/or in a

couching roll.

Machine according to one ofthe preceding claims, characterized in that, after the

separation ofthe two dewatering belts (14
1

,
16

l

) ofthe second gap former (12), the

layer (B; C) created by the second gap former is introduced together with the

outer dewatering belt (16') into the couching zone (30) in which the two layers

(A, B; B, C) created in the gap formers (10, 12) are couched together with their

sides of higher content of fines.

Machine according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the first (A) of the two

layers (A, B) to be couched together with their sides of higher content of fines is

created by a fourdrinier former (38) and the sheet formation of this first layer (A)

occurs with the higher content of fines on the outer side facing away from the

continuous wire (40), and in that the second layer (B) is created by a gap former

(12) and the sheet formation occurs in this second layer (B) with a higher content

of fines on the forming element side.

Machine according to claim 13, characterized in that the stream direction of the

headbox (24
1

) associated with the gap former (12) correlates in general with the

travel direction (LA) of the first layer (A) created by the fourdrinier former.
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10

15. Machine according to claim 13 or 14, characterized in that the layer (B) created

by the gap former (12) is introduced, after the separation ofthe two dewatering

belts (14', 16') ofthe gap former (12), together with the outer dewatering belt (16')

into the couching zone (30) in which it is joined with the continuous wire (40) for

the two layers (A, B) to be couched together.

16. Machine according to one of the claims 13 through 15, characterized in that the

continuous wire (40) is guided at least in the area of the couching zone (30)

preferably in a generally horizontal direction.

17. Machine according to one of the claims 13 through 16, characterized in that at

least one additional gap former (44) is provided and the sheet formation of the

correlating additional layer (C) occurs with a higher content of fines on the

forming element side and in that the additional layer (C) is couched together with

15 the layer (B) created by the first gap former (12) in an additional couching zone

(46).

18. Machine according to claim 1 7, characterized in that the stream direction of the

headbox (48) associated with the additional gap former (44) corresponds to the

20 travel direction (LA) of the layer created by the fourdrinier former (38).

19. Machine according to claim 17 or 18, characterized in that the additional layer

(C) created by the additional gap former (44) is introduced after the separation of

the two dewatering belts (50, 52) of the additional gap former (44) together with

25 the outer dewatering belt (52) into the additional couching zone (46), in which it

is brought together with the continuous wire (40) for couching together the two

layers (B, C) created by gap formers (12, 44).

20.

30

Machine according to claim 19, characterized in that the continuous wire (40) is

guided at least in the area of the two couching zones (30, 46) preferably in a
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generally horizontal direction.

21 . Machine according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that for the

formation of an at least three-layered or four-layered fibrous web at least one

5 additional gap former (54) is provided and the sheet formation of the additional

layer (D) occurs with higher content of fines on the forming element side, and

that the additional layer (D) is couched together with the layer (C) created in the

preceding gap former in an additional couching zone (56), in which at least one

of the two layers (C, D) is couched together with the other layer on a side of

1 0 higher content of fines.

22. Machine according to claim 21, characterized in that the stream direction of the

headbox (58) associated with the additional gap former (54) corresponds to the

travel direction of the fibrous web to be created.

15

23. Machine according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that at least

one multi-layered headbox and/or at least one single layered headbox and/or a

combination of different headboxes is provided.

20 24. Machine according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that at least

one single layered headbox is provided.

25. Machine according to one of the preceding claims characterized in that uniform

pressure dewatering elements are provided for web dewatering.

25

26. Process for the production of a multi-layered fibrous web, in particular a paper

web or a cardboard web, in which the layers (A, B; B, C) each created by a

former (10, 12, 34, 38) are couched together, characterized in that at least two

layers (A, B; B, C) to be couched together, each having on one side a higher

30 content of fines, are introduced into the couching zone (30) in such a way that
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they come into contact with each other on their sides with higher content of fines

and that at least one of these two layers (A, B; B, C) is created by a gap former

(10, 12).

5 27. Process according to claim 26, characterized in that at least one of the two layers

(A, B; B ? C) is created by a gap former (10, 12) which contains two circulating

continuous dewatering belts (14, 16) that run together forming a headbox nip (18)

and which are guided in the area of this headbox nip (1 8), loaded with a fibrous

suspension by a headbox, over a forming element (20), such as in particular a

10 forming roll.

28. Process according to claim 27, characterized in that each ofthe two layers (A, B;

B, C) is formed by a separate gap former (10, 12) and the sheet formation of the

two layers (A
?
B; B, C) occurs in each case with the higher content of fines on the

15 forming element side.

29. Process according to claim 28, characterized in that the two gap formers (10, 12)

are operated in opposite web travel directions (L).

20 30. Process according to claim 29, characterized in that the layer (A; B) formed in the

first ofthe two gap formers (10, 12) is guided together with at least one ofthe two

dewatering belts (14, 1 6) around a deflection element (28), preferably a deflection

roll, and then via a continuous belt (16; 36) introduced in a direction generally

opposite to the travel direction of the first headbox (24) into the correlating

25 couching zone (30) in which the layers (A, B; B, C) created by the two gap

formers (10, 12) are couched together with their sides of higher content of fines.

3 1 . Process according to claim 30, characterized in that the layer (A) created in the

first gap former is guided together with the outer dewatering belt (16), which does

30 not come into contact with the forming element (28), around the deflection
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element (28) and introduced into the couching zone (30) via this outer dewatering

belt (16).

Process according to claim 3 1 , characterized in that the two dewatering belts (14,

16) are guided around the deflection element (28) and the inner dewatering belt

(14) is separated from the outer dewatering belt (16) entraining the layer (A)

consecutive to this deflection element.

Process according to claim 30, characterized in that an additional layer (A) is

created by a fourdrinier former (34) and the sheet formation of this layer (A)

occurs with the higher content of fines on the facing away from the continuous

wire (36), in that the layer (B), created in the first gap former (10) and guided

over the deflection element (28), is couched together with the layer (A), formed

by the fourdrinier former (34), and in that these two layers (A, B) are introduced

via the continuous wire (36) into the couching zone (30) in which the layers (B,

C) formed by the two gap formers (10, 12) are couched together with their sides

of higher content of fines.

Process according to claim 33, characterized in that the outer dewatering belt (16)

of the first gap former (10) is separated in web travel direction in front of the

deflection element (28) from the inner dewatering belt (14) and the relevant layer

(B), and the layer (B) is guided around the deflection element (28) only together

with the inner dewatering belt (14).

Process according to claim 33 or 34, characterized in that the layer (A) formed in

the fourdrinier former (34) and the layer (B) created in the first gap former (10)

are couched together in the area of the deflection element (28) and/or a couching

roll.

Process according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the layer
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(B; C) created by the second gap former (10) is guided after the separation of the

two dewatering belts (14', 16') of the second gap former (10) together with the

outer dewatering belt (16
1

) to the couching zone (30), in which the two layers (A,

B; B, C) created in the gap formers (10, 12) are couched together with their sides

5 of higher content of fines.

37. Process according to claim 26 or 27, characterized in that the first (A) of the two

layers (A, B) to be couched together with their sides of higher content of fines is

created by a fourdrinier former (38) and the sheet formation of this first layer (A)

10 occurs with a higher content of fines on the outside facing away from the

continuous wire (40), and that the second layer (B) is created by a gap former

(12) and that the sheet formation in this second layer (B) occurs with the higher

content of fines on the forming element side.

15 38. Process according to claim 37, characterized in that the stream direction of the

headbox (24')associated with the gap former (12) is selected in general correlating

to the travel direction (LA) ofthe first layer (A) created by the fourdrinier former.

39. Process according to claim 37 or 38, characterized in that the layer (A) created by

20 the gap former (A) is guided to the couching zone (30) after the separation of the

two dewatering belts (14', 16') of the gap former (12) together with the outer

dewatering belt (16% in which it is brought together with the continuous wire

(40) for the couching of the two layers (A, B).

25 40. Process according to one of claims 37 through 39, characterized in that at least

one additional gap former (44) is used and the sheet formation of the relevant

additional layer (C) occurs with a higher content of fines on the forming element

side, and that the additional layer (C) is couched in another couching zone (46)

together with the layer (B) created by the first gap former (12).

30
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Process according to claim 40, characterized in that the stream direction of the

headbox (48) associated with the additional gap former (44) is chosen correlating

to the travel direction (LA) of the layer formed by the fourdrinier former (38).

Process according to claim 40 or 41 , characterized in that the additional layer (C)

created by the additional gap former (44) is introduced, after the separation of the

two dewatering belts (50, 52) of the additional gap former (44), together with the

outer dewatering belt (52) into the additional couching zone (46) in which it is

brought together with the continuous wire (40) for the couching of the two layers

(B, C) formed by the gap formers (12, 44).

Process according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that at least

one additional gap former (54) is used for the formation of an at least three-

layered or four-layered fibrous web and the sheet formation of the additional

layer (D) occurs with a higher content of fines on the forming element side, and

that the additional layer (D) is couched in an additional couching zone (56) with

a layer (C) created by a preceding gap former, and where at least one of the two

layers (C, D) is couched together with the other layer with a side of higher

content of fines.

Process according to claim 43, characterized in that the stream direction of the

headbox (58) associated with the additional gap former (54) is chosen correlating

to the travel direction of the fibrous web to be created.

Process according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that at least

one multi-layered headbox and/or at least one single-layered headbox and/or a

combination of different headboxes is used.
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Abstract

In a machine for the production of a multi-layered fibrous web, in particular a

paper web or a cardboard web, in which the layers A, B each formed by a former 10, 12

are couched together, at least two sides A, B to be couched together, have on one side a

higher content on fines, and are introduced into the couching zone 30 in such a way, that

they come into contact with their sides of higher content of fines. Here, at least one of

these two layers A, B is created by a gap former 10, 12.

Fig. 1.
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ijerartger wisserixlloh und vorstolich faiths Angabch dk
RecTiTs^irksannkeit der vorlicsenden l>a,tentn>irr«ld\4ns odereines
aufgnmd deren fcrteflien Patentee geOfnttei kfitmon.

Hiwrnft btvoHTnSchcgt der Unteramchriete den Wstfn pmwmwn entwader
USA-Aijw>h cder Stellvermtfir, \* der Xbw*senhtit «hmr direteti
vocstitadlEiinE zwisctien den USA-A^^ii odor Stel|verti«t9r unddm
Unierieichndtcn Artwe?6Ungeti, die derdqr Amnel&mt? betrsffend dam
P&ttmxKid Warenzesichfln Amt^igcstdh warden, von eotwedersetnan
aaslandistfinn Pntwitvenrefer odcr Scftllverrrcrtcrr dor Gesdlschsft
anaupehtneo i^d ws^ufUh^rir Sollia ^ich dasPerspn^l 5nd»m, vori d?m
Anwtfsung&n ang^onimen werden ni^gen, dottfi dsr^ien'n
gonajinte USA-An w^lt odsr StelivemwL* cntpt«tobopd von do?n
Unttredchnsten b^nachricbtjgt,

I hereby claim tte benefit under Tnl» 35 T United Su^es Code
SI of any United States proviabntit fflpp"lieatvon(fi) Hste4

below,

(DAy/Momh/Vesr Piled)

(Xftg/MonRb'jRhr dtsr AHTwtJdiwg)

{Dfty/MeptlVYftBrFils^J

(Tag/Mcmat/Jrirr der A^mcsldung)

(D^Mon^Year Filed)

CTag/MoTWtflalir der ATimeldung)

P Ad^itioftal provisional BppHcapio^ mincers are listed

on a supplemental priority shaat attached hereto,

I h&raby claim Ae benefit wider Title 35, Utiitftd Stttec Code
§120 oraw Limited Sttcps »pp!kadon(s)

r
gr §365(c) ofwy

PCT iTi^matioua) applkstion designating fl>e Unrtwl S?aie3t

listed be]ow uri. insofer as flw aubjert matter of e*cl» of the
clAirns ofd>« Bpplic^tiw> istiot disclosed m the prior Upil;ed
States orPCT mtematioitiil appBcation fn flie mainncr provided
by the fim pataj^fipH OfTB1« 35, Uajwd S»wc Code gl 12J
acknowledge rite duty to disclose ififannatioD whip!) fe

mateyial to patentability 55 cbfintd iti Title 37, Code of Fetfeval

RegMlatians § 1 56 ^\\Sq\] bec^rpe available between the filing
d^tt: of tT>6 prior application wrd tlio nutiofnsl or PCT
international filing date of this application,

(Status)

(patontiert, scliv^ebend, auffcegeben)
Cp»t£snted^ pcff»ditij

f
abundonod)

(Stat^u)

(patfcntiety schweljeRd, aufgsgcbcn)

(p3fen^sd, pepdrngr Rbendoned)

Addidotial U.S. or uuemfttiont] application lmmbais are
lifted on a supplemental priority ^Mt Att^vodbemio,

1 h"TP>y dtclare thai ail statements made herein ofmy own
knowledgewe true and that all statement* wade en
information and belief ere believed to be true; apd further xhnt
these srawments mad? with i|ie knowied^e thatH)M
false stuemenfs ftnd the like so wade arc punishable by fine or
imprisonment; or boT.h, under Section 1001 ofTii|e 18 of The
United Sistes Code and that such willful ftfcft sftptemenTS tnay
Jeop&rdlse fa validity of the appHcarion or any paiem issued
Uiereon*

Tl^e undaraignad be?reby autiioii^M Tbe U.S, attorney or agent
named Htrain to accept and follow instrucpons from cither Ins

foreign patent agent orcorpome representative, if any, to

any action to be t*ken in the Paten* and Trademark Office
roprdinsflns application witJ>o«t direct flmimmfefttfon
bs^een U.S. nttomey or agent the wncjersigncd. In the
event of a cbanfiein tbe persons from wbom instru-Btions tnay
be taken, the U,S< attomey or agentnamed herein will be so
notified by flic undore>Bn«d

f
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German Language Utility or P^ign Patent Application Declaration

VERTKETUNTGSVOLLMACHT: Als WwerErfuider
heajiftrage icfo Wermfc den (die) imchstetod aufgefulitwi

PatentanvvaJt (Pnenta^wSJts) und/odar Vertrejer *nfr dfcr Virfblgurig

der vafliesenden Paw&TiTneWijnB Sowfe rnft clcr AWicklung dlcr
damn verbtmdsnsn Ah£4lftfcenheilen vor4*TTi US^ue^-und
MarTctnami; (Wawefa) vnd Regisfration$numm&(n) a\iflwten)

KONDENN13MME11 70SS

POWER OFATTORNEY; to anamed investor, I hereby

! appoint tli& fdlowLi^ attom$y(s) and/or Bg*nt(t) to prosecute this

application smd littosact all business jn the pjtfetu ancj Trademark
Office connected ther^Uh: M«»K and registration number)

CUSTOMER NUMBER 7055

Die emttinte* FweiwwStte sind geft;

Neil >, Gre&nblum
Brace H, Bernstein

JumpsU Rowland
Arnold Tini
Stephen Mi Roylacce

The appoinied &ltomeys presently voGftido;

Reg. No,

Re* No, 29,027
Rag, No, 32,674

Reg, No-

J

Address: Gfeenbtam & Bernstein, £X(,C
1941 R&ijwd Clarlrt plwe

Rttswm, 20191

Direct Telephone Calls to,'

Greenblum & Bernstein, PA,C,
(703)716-11*1

;Vor-ttr»dKateme d^einrigw Oder orates Erfrnders;

jbrnersclmitdes fcrHndejs Datism

Full ftamfc ofsole or first inventor
Dr. Gifoter HALM8CBLAGER

inventors signature O&te

Residence

Krcms.

Ciiisenship

Austria

^^rerlbtrggJmse. 3SO0 Krerw, IWrelch

Vor-if^HlchfeTSfif des zwci;cn MiterfinSers (tills eutrsffend)
ffrawz STELCTAMMEft

Post Office Address
^W^nzterlber^styssc, 3500 JCrtm*, Austria.

Full wme ofsecond joint inventor, if taxy

FrnnzSTOt&HAMMER
UnoracTmfjdcj zwefrsn Erfindere Datum Second tn^fir?w^ighariire D«e

Wohnsitz

StaatsangehSrigkeit

6swrreich

Jtesidenad

Bobeimkircbcn, Austria

Augtrta

PoSMScllritt

Grub 11, 3d71 t B5llrimktreht^^ tistcrreUft
Post Office AddT^ssi

Cmb 1 3 . 3671 , Qeiheiinkgrcheii^ Aunria

(BUce cnispreohende InfoTrnatioDen und Untet^hTiften im Falie voi)
dcitten und ^elteren Miferfmdfim ati^eben),

(Supply srrmlaT wformadan and sfgyiawre for rbird and
subsequent Joint inventors).
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German Language Utility of Design Patent Application Declaration

Vor-und Nacjmame des dritten Mildrfindw: Full fl&tne of tWrd uiYeoto, if any
fcrtclt EKUNNTA.UER

Untarecbrift des drittcn Brfrodcrs Dawm Third Invonxp^s Etenawr* Dtate

Residence

Staatsangelifirigicea Cittovishlp

AUgfria

Past Oflficfc Address
Sefl&tWftg 4 .35Q0 Austria

,
'pwnjd SSfflnwnft das vienert Kfliwfiwte {falls zntrefficnA

MttnlredjyLQSER
' Full nattia offo\tf\h inventor, ifany

Manfred GLOSEK

Datum Fourth tn)*titor
l

$ Sijfne&ire

rgt PSlCg^JDstcrreich

rSffterracli

Date

Residence
St. PoUcti, Austria

Austria

#ostarischTift

n&nmasphkftytTO5e'14. 310Q St Polity flstcrrcfch
Post Office Address
Damftschfcostraw K3t0k St P$tott, Austria

MiterRndas (fells wrefifcnd) Full name of fifth inventor, if^iy

Datum

)C&>> ft CO
Date

Hcii

Residence

St. Pflltwi> Austria

llpBteryeich
Citizenship

Austria

t^lB» 3100 St Poton, 6stftwaich

Vd^und Nacfvnawe des sechsxen Miwrfmders (&IJ$ swtjBffisndl

Pos;OfSpe Address

jReldtTthftm&rrtr^ate 1&»31DD St Potten, Austria

PuJl name ofsixth inventor- ifany
Thomas NAGIBR

Datum Six^h bw^r*s sign&ture^^- Date

Residence
St Potter Amtria

DcUtScUlmd
Citizenship

jgerraany

FasWschrift
llctdcnTirimcrgtraEEe44. 3T.0Q St Pfilten, flgterrelcfr

Post. Office Address
Heidenheimgratraasc A4< 33 DO ?Bltem Aomin.

{Bittc cntspreclrade iTrfoTTftafionen imd Unttflohrilbsn im Falle vW (Swply sinfflfir ^formation and signature for seventh and
Wibafiquwajoint wi^emprs),
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Vor-^n/Nachnamt des sfehun MJteeflndw:

257

Datum

Ppl) name ofseventh inventor, if Wiy
Johannes STIMPgJL

Seventh Inventor's signature Date

lYimpaainfr Austria

Citizenship

Postanschrif)

Voi^nd Na^pftWe des actiten Mlterftoders (fMJs *ulrcffcnd)

JosefBaCHLER

Pqfit Office Address

UTiteraclmft dec *cfet«i Erfin<fers Cwtfl

Full name of eisMh Inventor, ifmy
JosefEACHLER

Eighth Inventor's Signature

UkmcrTeid»Hausniejiiri& Austria

Siaaisarifiehfiiigkcit

IQsterreich.

Citizenship

^or-wfd Nsiefmsme dee nemit&n Miterfinder? (falls zutreffeitf)

K:hristaptLM£RCKENS^

Past Office Address

Full name ofninth inventpr, ifW\y

ChrlstofihMERCKENS

,Datum

Residence

Schwcrtborgi Austria

Cltiaaiwhip

Austria

Joiefttttl(!>4311 Sclyvvcrtbcrg.jQBterrfiich

Post Office Address

VoT^wn^Nwh^axtie des zehn%n Wlkdrfmders (falls zutreffend) Full ;ume oftotith inventor, jfany

Umensdhrift des 2$hnten Erffridew Datum Tench ftr^cntor's signature

Wafcnsitz

Citizenship

PcsariFchrift Post Office Address

CBtae ant*prec)\ende Informwionen utid UntPrsqiviftqi irn Fails
von dpttcn \\t\d »/ritar*n Miiejfhdorn ftng&bea),

(Supply similar infotin^tion and a picture for eleventh and
subscqu&ntjoint Invttixors).


